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Abstract:

Two departments of human life are of vital importance (i) Financial Resources: to survive by having basic needs of life (ii) Reproduction and good brought up of constructive group of people for the survival of humankind and progress of a civilized state. The existence of civilized human race is impossible without the proper handling of these two institutions, so are divided equally between man and woman where man is selected as financial maintainer of his wife so that she can only focus on development and training of new generation to make them a useful individual of Islamic state. As because the human females are fixed by reproductive system so they have to go through the natural monthly menstrual process for which there exist many misogynistic traditions, myths and concepts in pre-Islamic period but Islam recognized it as a natural biological process so only implied the restriction of sexual intercourse in the particular period and used the word (اذی) izen for the disastrous effects of intercourse during menstruation revealed by latest scientific researches.
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Introduction

Menstruation process is recognized by the discharge of black, thick and stinky blood released from woman’s uterus through vagina once a month, during which, in Islam, offering prayers, observing fasts and *tawāf* of Ka‘ba is prohibited while coition is forbidden. Since ancient times, this natural and biological process has been considered as a curse attached with womanhood so there found many myths which were fabricated to humiliate feminism but Islam recognized it as a natural biological process so in Islām only the observance of those precautions is made compulsory which are inevitable to be observed therefore in this regard *Al-Baqara* 222 abrogate all the misogynistic ancient myths and taboos, it is stated in the holy Qur’ān:

They ask thee concerning women's courses. Say: They are a hurt and a pollution: So keep away from women in their courses, and do not approach them until they are clean. But when they have purified themselves, ye may approach them in any manner, time, or place ordained for you by Allah.

There found following three notable factors of utter importance in the holy verse: these are:

i. Neither women nor menstrual fluid is mentioned as impure in the holy verse.

ii. In its particular metaphorical style, the *holy Qur’ān* actually prohibited consummation of conjugal relation because of the harmful effects which would occur if the prohibited act is undertaken during that time of the month; the detail of the words used in the verse are:
iii. The *holy Qur’an* differentiated between menstruation and menstruating one by using the word (اذی) ‘izan for black blood discharge for its ability of transmitting dangerous diseases if prohibited act is undertaken, and by associating women with purity (طهارت) instead of impurity.

But before detailed discussion of Islamic perspective, the ancient believes and myths should be concerned to realize the actual feminine-favoring spirit of the holy verse al-Baqara 222

**Menstruated Woman: A Study of Ancient Taboos, Myths, & Rituals**

The ancient and non Islāmic traditions are the real representatives of creating myths and taboo in such regard by giving womanhood with extremely bad impression either by phrases or by rituals. Prior to Islam menstruating women were regarded as:
Contaminated

Not only menstruation discharge but menstruated one has been also regarded as dirty, polluted and contaminated, although the fundamental purpose was to prohibit coition during such monthly flux but the way which is conducted to induce hatred from such act made woman mere a symbol of contamination and uncleanness; for example, it is mandatory in Old Testament to not approach a woman to have sexual relations during the uncleanness of her monthly period\(^6\). On the other hand the Qur’an applied same restriction but relates it with the state of cleanliness without mentioning her condition of impurity or contamination to ensure the spotlessness of feminism. Is it not appreciable that Al-Qur‘an relates woman with purity (َّفَأْتُُُْيَّ فَئِذَا يَطُِْرْىََّ لََّلََ تَقْرَبُُُْيَّ حَتَّٔ) while other texts associate her with contamination and impurity. The way of such prohibition actually demonstrates the integrity of the holy Qura’n as it adapts an extremely careful mode about delicate feminine issue by sustaining the honor and virtue of Muslim womanhood.

Leper & Untouchable

In Judaism, the myth of menstruation is exaggerated to that extent that rather than regular natural process, menstruation gives an impression of a kind of leprosy attached to womanhood; according to Old Testament, not only menstrual woman but everything touched by her also becomes contaminated as “anyone who touches her will be unclean till evening, anything she lies on during her period will be unclean, and anything she sits on will be unclean, anyone who touches her bed will be unclean; they must wash their clothes and bathe with water, and they will be unclean till evening, anyone who touches anything she sits on will be unclean; they must wash...
their clothes and bathe with water, and they will be unclean till evening. Whether it is the bed or anything she was sitting on, when anyone touches it, they will be unclean till evening. If a man has conjugal relation with her and her blood touches him, her menstrual impurity will be transmitted to him. He will remain unclean for seven days, and any bed on which he lies will be unclean”

In Hinduism even the conversation with her and consumption of food touched by her is strictly forbidden.8

The unusual and remarkable reforms of Islam made by the revelation of the holy verse 2:222 are actually the reaction against these exaggerated traditions by which women in this condition were treated in such a manner which was actually the mortification of womanhood so Allāh Almighty neutralized these traditions by revealing the related verse because, as mentioned earlier, among the Jews when a woman menstruated, they did not eat with her, nor did they live with her in their houses; so the Companions of the Apostle (may peace be upon him) asked the Apostle about the right conduct, and Allāh, the Exalted revealed it.10 The Messenger of Allāh said: Do everything except intercourse. The Jews heard of that and said: This man does not want to leave anything we do without opposing us in it.11

Sinful

According to Jewish tradition, a menstrual woman when she is cleansed from her discharge, she must count off seven days, and after that she will be ceremonially clean, and on the eighth day she shall take two turtledoves or two pigeons and bring them to the priest, to the entrance of the tent of meeting, the priest will offer one for a sin offering and the other for a burnt offering. Through this process, the priest will purify her before the Lord for the ceremonial impurity caused by her bleeding, indirectly woman is declared as sinful so is required to pay sin offering
after monthly courses if wants to become purified again.

**Ominous**

A Roman manuscript of late 2\textsuperscript{nd} century A.D. reveals an important comment on the related subject which depicts ancient Roman attitude towards menstrual ones:

\begin{center}
Ancunutentae feminae menstruando tempore appellantur; under trahitur inquinamentum.\textsuperscript{13}
\end{center}

Translation:\textit{ menstrual period of menstrual female is called drawn filth.}

In Latin language the word ‘ancunutentae’ refers to woman during the time of menstruation from which the word ‘inquinamentum’ is derived means impurity and pollution. Pliny the Elder\textsuperscript{14} portrayed an ill-omened picture of woman forgoing monthlies that she could sour crops, wither fruits, rust iron and bronze, blunt razors, kill bees, pollute fabrics dyed with color purple, drive dogs insane, drive off hail storm, wind and lightning and cause both mares and humans through mischarge by even the slightest of contacts.\textsuperscript{14}

**Witch**

Hinduism sustained its anti-feminist attitude in such regard by associating menstrual woman with following repulsive and nasty sort of thing:

\begin{enumerate}
\item Witch
\item Dog
\item Swine
\item Eunuch
\item Apostle
\item Corpse\textsuperscript{15}
\end{enumerate}
Apprehensive

Aristotle presented a strange scary picture of menstruated woman as if she attains such a bad omen during the time of the month as a clean mirror can become tarnish by her gaze because the surrounding air disturbed in some way, by her eyes.\footnote{16}

Deadly

A Hindū man is ordained to be restrained from his menstrual wife not only because of toxic effect of conjugal relations at that time of month but also because the wisdom, the energy, the strength, the sight, and the vitality of a man who approaches a woman covered with menstrual excretions, utterly perish.\footnote{17}

Menstruation & Menstrual One: A Study of Islamic Perspective

In Islām, except of early mentioned prohibitions, there is no more social or religious restriction based on any misogyny, neither any type of enforced seclusion traditions are found in Islāmic civilization nor the disgust picture of womanhood is portrayed. It seems that Islāmic perspective about menstruated women revolves around the principle that a Muslim believer is never defiled (إِنَّ الْمُؤْمِنَ لَا يَنْجُسْ). These reforms are displayed in following institutions deeply associated with womanly daily life.
Concessions Granted By Islām in Marital Life

Despite of coition, there is no further restriction of any kind of separation or seclusion in marital institution so married couples are permitted to fondle each other, allowed to remain in the company of one another in routine daily life as ‘Umm-i-Salma (R.A.) narrated that while she was lying down with the Messenger of Allāh (P.B.U.H.) under a blanket, her period came so she slipped away and put on the clothes she used to wear when was menstruating. The Messenger of Allah said to her: ‘Are you menstruating?’ she said: ‘Yes.’ Then he called her to lie down with him under the blanket, eating and drinking with menstrual wife is also not prohibited as ‘A’isha (R.A.) reported that the Messenger of Allah would call her to eat with him while she was menstruating. He would take a piece of bone on which some bits of meat were left and insist that she take it first, so she would nibble a little from it, then put it down. Then he would take it and nibble from it, and he would put his mouth where she had on the bone. Then he would call for a drink and insist that she take it first before he drank from it. So she would take it and drink from it, then put it down, then he would take it and drink from it, putting his mouth where she had on the cup. Performance of husband’s daily tasks is
absolutely permitted as the touch of menstrual woman is not considered as disastrous so the Prophet is also reported to ask his wives those works which were somehow of religious sort of tasks; for example, once he asked ‘A’isha (R.A.) from the mosque to handle him his garment, as she was foregoing from her monthly courses so she mentioned it indirectly by saying I am not praying, then he said: It is not in your hand’ إِنْ هُوَ لَيْسَ فِي يَدِكِ so she gave it to him, moreover, it was either narrated from ‘A’isha (R.A.) that she used to comb the hair of the Messenger of Allah when she was menstruating and he was performing ‘I’tikāf23 , he would put his head out to her while she was in her room and he was performing I’tikāf and she would wash it, although was menstruating24 even Mîmûna( R.A.) mentioned that the Messenger of Allah used to lay his head in the lap of one of his wives and recite Qur’an while she was menstruating25. Specified period of the month is not taken as something like mourning period in Islam as the permission of dying hands with henna in particular period26 symbolizes that women are encouraged to continue their routine works for example to be attired nicely and remain clean as her marital partner is allowed to remain in contact with her; shortly, the chief principle in this aspect is what Prophet had said: جَاهِعُُُْيَّ فِي الْبُيُْتَِّ اصٌَْعُْا مُلَّ شَْٔءٍ غَيْرَ الٌِّنَاحِ “Associate with them in the houses and do everything except intercourse”.

Permission of Participation in Religious Activities

Islâm adapted a very realistic approach also in religious realm by regarding menstruation as a natural process instead of previous horrible and derogatory attitude which gave impression of menstruation as a punishment towards womanhood; as Prophet said (هَذَا أَمَرُ كَتَبَهُ الَّهُ عَزَّ وَجَلَّ عَلَى بُنَاتِ آدَمۚ) This is something that Allah the Mighty and Sublime has decreed for the daughters of Adam. So instead of creating any
taboo in such regard, Islam only restricts three kinds of worship practices (i.e. prayers [whereas make up of missed prayers is also not required\(^{29}\)], fasts and \textit{tawāf} of the Kaʿba) these prohibitions include legal consequences rather than spiritual ones. But on the other hand, menstruating women are encouraged to attend religious gatherings as Prophet said: \textit{Menstruating women go out and witness the good occasions and the supplications of the Muslims, but let them keep away from the prayer place}\(^{30}\). A Muslim menstruating woman is also allowed to attend all rituals of pilgrimage except \textit{tawāf} of the Kaʿba as 'Aʿisha (R.A.) narrated: We went out with the Messenger of Allāh (S.W) with no intention other than Hajj. When he was in Sarif I began menstruating. The Messenger of Allah (S.W.) entered upon me and I was weeping. He said: \textit{What is the matter with you? Have your Nifās begun?} I said: Yes. He said: \textit{This is something that Allāh the Mighty and Sublime has decreed for the daughters of Adam. Do what the pilgrims do but do not perform tawāf around the House} (فَاقْضِي هَا يَقْضِي الْحَاجُّ غَيْرَ أَيْْ لََ تَطُْفِي بِالْبَيْتِ نَّ لا تَطُْفِي بِالْبَيْتِ)\(^{31}\).

Islam also widen space in religious realm for women in such condition through mentioning the difference between menstruation and persistent bleeding (\textit{استحاضة}) by revealing the point of coloration difference as menstrual blood is black and recognizable and \textit{Istihādah} is other than it\(^{32}\), released because of a kick in the womb\(^{33}\), so in such condition Muslim women are allowed to offer prayers, as the holy Prophet said that woman should let her work out the length of the menses that she used to have, and stop praying (for that period of time), then after that let her perform \textit{ghusal} for every prayer\(^{34}\) and in another tradition performance of \textit{wadū} is mandatory\(^{35}\), that is because, the holy Prophet (P.B.U.H.) rejected the idea of giving up the prayers during persistent bleeding by saying: \textit{That is only a blood vessel, it is not menstruation. When your menstruation begins then leave the Salāt. And when it ends, then wash the
blood from you and perform Salāt\textsuperscript{36}. According to Hazrat ‘A’isha (R.A.) even one of the mothers of the faithful believers (wife of the Prophet) did \textit{I’tikaf} while she was having bleeding in between her periods.\textsuperscript{37}

\textbf{Islāmic Attitude towards Menstrual Discharge}

\textit{Islām} also promotes a very moderate and realistic manner towards the menstrual fluid by declaring it as harmful only in the case if intercourse is undertaken thus restricted the taboo of monthly discharge in daily routine life by demonstrating neutral attitude towards the clothes spotted by menstrual blood or attired by women at that time; as ‘A’isha (R.A.) said: \textit{I and the Messenger of Allah used to pass night in one (piece of) cloth (on me) while I menstruated profusely. If anything from me (i.e. blood) smeared him (i.e. his body), he would wash that spot and would not exceed it (in washing), then he would offer prayer with it}\textsuperscript{38}. Once a woman asked the Messenger of Allah about menstrual blood that gets on clothes. He said: \textit{Scratch it, then rub it with water, then sprinkle water over it, and pray in it}\textsuperscript{39}. He also said: (\textit{يَنْفِيلِ غَسْلُ الدَّمِ َّلََ يَضُرُّكِ أَثَرٍُُ أَنْثَرُ}) \textit{It is enough for you to wash the blood; its mark will not do any harm to you.}

Hazrat Mīmūna (R.A.) mentioned that during her menses, she never prayed, but used to sit on the mat beside the mosque of Allah’s Messenger (S.W). He used to offer the prayer on his sheet and in prostration some of his clothes used to touch her\textsuperscript{41}. ‘\textit{Imām} Navāvī and Ghulām Rasūl Sa‘īdī derived an important principle from the tradition, they say that Muslim, whether living or dead, or even the aborted fetus covered by vaginal fluids, this tradition is the basic evidence of its purity thus they should be considered as \textit{tāhir}\textsuperscript{42}. If menstruating woman was considered as impure in Islam then part of the Apostle’s clothe would not touched a menstruating woman in the state when he was worshipping the God Almighty,
therefore prayer of the Muslim is not disrupted even if menstrual woman is around him. This tradition is the basic evidence that menstruating woman is not considered as impure in Islām.\textsuperscript{43}

**Al-Baqara 2:222 & Latest Scientific Studies**

The *holy Qur`ān* selected the perfect word (اَذًی) for effects of menstrual discharge; it’s literally explanation is mentioned below:

اَذًا...harm, injury, molestation\textsuperscript{44}

اَذًًًی... harm, damage, injury, hurt

أذى... to hurt, harm, damage, do harm to, cause damage to\textsuperscript{45}

اذّة... to be done harm to, injured, tortured

اذية...harm, injury, damage, molestation, torture\textsuperscript{46}

Latest scientific researchers also authenticate the significance of the perfectly used word they reveal following briefly described harmful effects which can occur if the sexual act is under taken during the particular period so one can realize the perfection of selection of the particular word if concern the latest following studies in this regard:

- Because of highly infectious menstrual fluid and denuded walls of uterus, intercourse can be disastrous as it can cause those diseases which are basically linked with sexual transmission, these includes HIV (aids), Endometriosis, infertility and Cervical Cancer.\textsuperscript{47}

- Germs of hepatitis B and Hepatitis C are the compulsory components of menstruation blood so they can easily transmit because of being blood borne. Moreover, HCV is routinely present in the menstrual blood of women infected with this virus, so can transmit easily into the other gender if consummation occurs.\textsuperscript{48}
In a multicenter trial in Europe the collective data from 65 women and their partners showed that the men were significantly more likely to become infected with immunodeficiency virus if they involved in such activity during menstruation.\textsuperscript{49}

If woman get infected with germs because of intercourse in particular days then it can lead to infertility or ectopic pregnancy begins if conjugal relation results in implantation of the fetus, and it should be mentioned here that ectopic pregnancy is the most dangerous type of pregnancy in which fetus develops outside the uterine cavity.\textsuperscript{50}

A recent scientific study yields that there is a deep association of coitus during menstruation and exacerbate menstrual flow either by prolonged and heavier discharge or even the retrograde of the menstruation fluid.\textsuperscript{51}

Although severity differs, but menstrual discharge is always accompanied by pains which are then treated by painkillers and medication even it cause migraine, vomit and visual disturbance in some women; whereas libido dramatically decreases due to fall of pulse, temperature and blood pressure. So intercourse during such period is not only unnatural but also of no purpose and even can cause disastrous harmful effects as mentioned above.\textsuperscript{52}

As lining of the uterus is shed and scarred during monthly courses like the flayed skin, so insertion would be dangerous for woman as it can introduce bacteria and germs into the uterus when immune system is decreased to its lowest processing rate.\textsuperscript{53}

Endometriosis is a disease when kind of tissue that normally lines the uterus grows somewhere else instead on it because of backward contraction of endometrial cells if the prohibited activity is undertaken and it is
concluded that as many as 30% to 40% of the patients with endometriosis have infertility.\textsuperscript{54}

Figure: Drawing of an ectopic pregnancy by French Painter Reinier de Graa

Figure: Dark Spot Shows Growth of Tissues on Irrelevant Areas

Conclusion

Menstruation is a natural biological process attached to all females but in pre-Islamic period it was misunderstood as some kind of curse or consequences of original sin etc. so strange and humiliated behavior followed by misogynistic traditions and practices was conducted towards it but Islam is the first religion ever which recognizes menstruation as a natural process so only inevitable restriction of sexual prohibition is implied moreover, the holy Qur’an reveals it articulacy and comprehensiveness of its words by employing the perfect word ُذًٓ to mention the ability of menstrual fluid to transmit
diseases if sexual intercourse is undertaken during the particular time of the month and also assimilate many scientific realities in it which are discovered in recent times and which are still undiscovered by mankind.
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